ELI Cluster Faire

Learn about the cluster tutoring subjects that are available to ELI students this session!

ELI students can take a cluster to improve their English in a small group based on a specific common interest. Past subjects included the Kitchen Class, the ELI Garden, vocabulary, idioms, driving, reading, public speaking, games, writing and more!

All tutoring clusters last approximately 2 hours per week. If you choose to participate in a tutoring cluster, it will replace 1 hour of private tutoring each week. You will still have 1 remaining hour of private tutoring every week.

Come to the Cluster Faire to learn more about the cluster subjects being offered this session! The instructors will be there to answer questions. Bring your ID, your schedule and some friends so you can sign up for a cluster together!

August 29, 2017 | 1 p.m. -- 2:45 p.m.
318 South College Avenue | Room 137